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Abstract
The commuter student experience is not one that is often thought of at largely residential
universities like the University of San Diego (USD). My research focused on how I and the
Office of Community and Leadership Development enhanced the experience of commuter
students within the Commuter Commons at USD. The purpose of my research was to identify
how the Commuter Commons engaged with and retained student’s active participation
throughout the academic year. Through survey responses, one-on-one interviews, and a small
group discussion with current USD commuter students we were able to reimagine what support
for this student group looks like. This research further explains why more assessment,
commuter-targeted programming and departmental funds are needed to help foster a greater
sense of belonging at USD.
Keywords: commuter students, community building, programming, sense of belonging
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The Commuter Student Experience: Building Community at USD
The commuter student experience is not one that is often thought of in largely residential
universities like the University of San Diego. This fact became obvious as I began working for
the department of Community and Leadership Development (CLD) in Fall of 2019. The CLD
office is housed in the Commuter Commons - a hangout spot for commuter students to study,
sleep, play video games, and eat their lunch, among many other things. Since both my supervisor
and I were new to the space and the commuter experience in 2019, we were slowly trying to
change the culture in the Commuter Commons and that started with the Commuter Assistants
(CAs), who are the commuter equivalent to Resident Assistants with the only difference being
that they do not live on campus. We wanted the CAs to have more personal engagement with
first-year commuter students and put on programming that was fun and interactive. The current
peer mentor program, the Commuter Assistant program, was still very new to USD and the
students were not always engaged to their fullest potential. Specifically, the CAs focused on
“grab-and-go” programs which did not fully engage students.
Coming from an institution that was a primarily commuter focused campus, I was able to
see why community is important in a first-year cohort. At USD it seemed to me that there was
little to no community building amongst the first-year commuters and the rest of the school.
Thus, the initial purpose of my research was to identify how the Commuter Commons engages
with and retains first-year’s active participation in the space. As I continued my research, I
realized that more than just first-year students were struggling, so I expanded my research to
include commuters of all grade levels.
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My research question was as follows: how could I enhance the experience of commuter
students within the Commuter Commons at USD? In addition, I also wanted to answer the
following questions: What does a commuter assistant mentor program at USD look like? How
can commuter targeted programming help commuter students build community at USD? My
anticipated outcomes included strengthening community building between first-year commuter
students and raising awareness of commuter needs. In my work as the Graduate Assistant for
CLD, I’ve been asked to join many initiatives on campus to give the “commuter narrative” or
“perspective” to residential-focused individuals. In collaboration with Community and
Leadership Development, I hoped to refine the peer mentor program and create a programming
model that actively engages commuter students. I also hoped that my action research could result
in more funding for the undergraduate commuter student population to have bigger events.
In this paper, I detail the process of my research. As part of my research, I drafted a
programming model that I thought could help with creating programs with more learning and
community building involved. There were many factors that went into creating a more efficient
programming model, which included 1-on-1 interviews with students to see what they needed
and what they wanted to see in the Commuter Commons.
Background
When I first started my undergraduate career in 2015, I participated in a summer bridge
program where I was able to start building a community with students in my class and was able
to procure a work-study job for the start of term. Because of this experience, I was able to relate
to the commuter students who frequent the Commuter Commons when they vented to me about
their school and home life balance and their struggle to join clubs because of other
responsibilities. According to data produced by USD, the “residential campus consists of 95% of
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freshman and 44% of undergraduates live on campus”(USD Facts - Facts - University of San
Diego, n.d.) This means that more than half of the undergraduate student population is made up
of commuter students. From working closely with commuter students, specifically in the
Commuter Commons, during my first semester at USD I have seen how the Commuter Students
have a very different experience from their residential counterparts. These differences can impact
their overall wellbeing at school- socially, academically and mentally/physically (Cox et al.,
2016). Socially, they may find a harder time making friend groups that they share similar
experiences with. Academically, some commuters struggle due to the other responsibilities they
must shoulder on top of going to school full-time. Commuting can also affect students’ wellbeing mentally and physically because they may be more tired than resident students.
Commuters must get up earlier just to miss the early traffic hours and make time to find parking,
which is never a guarantee that they’ll find a spot before class time. This takes a toll on them
physically and can also cause them more stress.
From the literature, I’ve learned that the impact outside of academic and co-curriculars in
college can affect student’s overall success in college. Specifically, students’ financial hardships,
bereavement periods and other situations that could cause “psychological distress for students”
(Cox et al., 2016, p. 4). While this study did not specify between commuter and resident
students, I used this data to inform my interview and discussion group questions for my research.
It encouraged me to broaden my data to include first-year resident students experiences.
Furthering my point of the added stressors commuter students face, Hurtado, Carter and Spuler
(1996) focused their research on Latino students, their academic achievement and non-college
related factors that affect their adjustment to college- specifically their first and second years.
They particularly focused on students who were high achieving in high school and who were
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sought after by various colleges across the country. They had a pre-college questionnaire
followed by the National Survey of Hispanic Students (NSHS), which was created to be a
longitudinal survey that focused on student’s college experiences. After that first wave, they kept
contact with the subjects via postcards and follow-up surveys. The authors had four categories
that they focused on- academic achievement, social adjustment, personal-emotional adjustment,
and attachment. They found that students who attended private institutions tended to have a more
positive social adjustment and attachment to the college or university (Hurtado et al., 1996). But
was this true for commuters too?
Jacoby (2005) has done extensive research on the topic of commuter students and their
retention at universities, with a specific focus on how to increase the success of commuter
college students, detailing misconceptions people often have of commuter students. For example,
commuter students are the majority of the most of college students- this includes traditional and
non-traditional ages of commuter students. Another misconception is that commuters can have
the same opportunities as resident students if they prioritize their studies. Jacoby’s and Garland’s
(2004) study finds that commuter students long to find that place of community and involvement
on campus. Some of their list of Common Needs and Concerns of Commuter Students make a lot
of sense to me now that I have more experience working with this population of students. Top
priorities on this list are transportation, multiple life roles, integrating support networks and
sense of belonging (Jacoby & Garland, 2004).
In another study, Knelman (2010) used one-on-one interviews, personal reflections and
first-hand observations to gather relevant data about commuter students. In a few observations,
Knelman mentions that because the commuter student center is so new to the larger USD
community, the center is lacking in its’ “purpose, mission and goals” (Knelman, 2010, pg. 7).
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Knelman also made a connection to how the commuter center was in an isolated space on
campus which only added to the “feelings of isolation that are felt by many underrepresented
students at USD” (Knelman, 2010, pg. 17).
Since I was working in the same space, I saw the relevance of Knelman’s research paper
and followed her steps of using one-on-one interviews with commuter students to gather data of
thoughts and feelings of the space. Knelman’s research in the commuter center and with its’
students was very informative and provided great insight to the inception of, what was then, new
territory at USD. She also touched on the themes I focused on such as sense of belonging,
student needs and the commuter experience.
Moayedi (2015) did her action research project on peer mentor programs in Pre-Health
for the College of Arts & Sciences. Her goal was to see how peer mentor programs at USD could
provide opportunities for students to grow in leadership development and personal development.
She refers to the Leadership Identity Development Model throughout her research and student
interviews. Twelve students participated in a brand-new mentoring program in the spring of 2014
and had interview sessions with Moayedi throughout the semester. She also created trainings for
these students to attend that covered topics like personal responsibility, professionalism, and
basic counseling skills. This section of Moayedi’s research helped inform some of the trainings I
implemented in Commuter Assistant weekly staff meetings. For example, I gave trainings on
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion and professionalism, as well as checked in bi-weekly with some
CAs to check on their progress with their commuter student mentees. I gave them ideas on how
to engage with their mentees and shared activities that could encourage conversation in one-onones. Moayedi found that the mentors felt some anxiety when it came to create meaningful
mentor-mentee relationships with their students. She also found that the mentors felt more
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confident in their abilities to help mentees, and that they did indeed grow in their professional
and personal development.
Overall, I disagreed with the research that concluded that commuter students do not have
community on campus and do not do well academically because they do not put in as much
effort as other students. To me, there are other factors that can affect student’s matriculation in
college. For example, students racial/ethnic demographics, first-generation status, and their
familial obligations outside of school. These are the areas I explored and challenged with stories
provided by current commuter students at USD.
Context
I was hired into my role as GA for the Department of Community and Leadership
Development the same week of training for all Student Affairs/SOLES Collaborative (SASC)
Graduate Assistants and for undergraduate Student Leaders. I think this is important to mention
because, in my mind, I was behind and needed to play catch-up. My predecessors hired the
Commuter Assistants (my supervisees) and I was not familiar with the commuter culture at USD,
so my first semester working in the Commuter Commons (CC) was one of learning and
transitions.
My role entailed supervising 6 Commuter Assistants as they work at the front desk of the
Commuter Commons, keeping regular one-on-one meetings with each CA, tasking the CAs with
CC projects and planning large-scale events to engage the commuter population. The CA
position changed vastly from what it used to be and is now more of a peer-mentor and program
focused student leader position, rather than a simple desk job. CAs are responsible for doing
outreach to our newest members to the commuter population by sending weekly emails and
trying to foster a sense of belonging by being in the CC consistently throughout the week.
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Throughout the year, in my role, I was able to co-create some workshops with the
Commuter Assistants that focused both on their commuter identity and their first-generation
college identity. These workshops gave me context to some of their struggles as commuter
students during the pandemic. For example, in one discussion, some CAs expressed a lack of
motivation to continue with weekly student outreach when they were not getting any responses
from first-year students. They were unsure if they were doing something wrong or if they could
be doing more to have more engagement among their peers. This information prompted me to
ask about their social wellbeing and how they were faring in the virtual environment we found
ourselves in. Many CAs expressed their struggle to find a school and home life balance. There
was an interesting dynamic here regarding their first-generation and commuter students’
identities that I uncovered. Regarding the commuter community at large, it seemed that although
their struggles of driving to campus everyday went away, their struggles to be an active
community member remained due to the virtual setting of the 2020-2021 school year. Program
participation was at an all-time low and despite ample advertisement in preparation for virtual
events, our average was about five students (including the CAs who were hosting the virtual
program). Helping to refine the CA position was beneficial not only to new “traditional”
undergraduate commuters, but also to get more visibility of the commuter presence on USD’s
campus. This project was also very important to me because in my time as the CLD GA I
observed how the lack of funds and resources affected the community we were striving to build.
By creating this visibility, the commuter experience was just as much a part of USD as the
residential experience.
Methodology I
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For my research, I used McNiff and Whitehead’s model because of their emphasis on the
“I” and how “I” fit into the Action Research project. I also appreciated how McNiff and
Whitehead’s model included “modify” to each cycle so that you could see how each cycle will
build upon each other and flow better. The model consisted of 5 sections- observe, reflect, act,
evaluate, modify as seen in Figure 1 below. For each cycle, I would go through each section and
then move in new directions for the next cycle. Ultimately, Whitehead and McNiff’s model was
the best fit for my AR project because of the easy flow from one cycle to the next. Each cycle
informs the other and the changes that are no doubt to arise in my project can be easily adapted.
Figure 1
Whitehead and McNiff 2006 Model

In my experience working with commuter students, they do not feel seen or heard at USD. As a
member of this community, I shared the frustrations of the students and I was striving to make
their narratives heard, but in order to do this I had to ask them what they needed. Anyone can
research a group of students and give stats on their findings. What makes my project action
based is the fact that I collaborated with the students to create something new. By the end of my
project we (students, staff and I) came up with steps to take to enhance all commuters experience
at USD. Retaining commuters’ active participation was crucial if we wanted to continue making
changes to the Commuter Commons and to the campus as a whole.
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Needs Assessment
As I stated in the Context section, I was the Graduate Assistant for the Commuter Commons
and worked with commuter students every day. I supervised 6 Commuter Assistants and built
relationships with several regular visitors of the Commuter Commons space. In the time I
worked in the Commons I noticed that the space was lacking in resources for commuter students.
Our budget to plan events, buy snacks and office supplies was extremely limited. In fact, for the
2020-2021 academic school year, we only received limited funds from Associated Student
Government, and those funds went into small tokens of appreciation for the CA staff, half of
whom were not eligible for monetary compensation for their work.
Furthermore, I saw that the Commuter Assistants were not being engaged to the fullest of
their potential. They were seen as desk workers, which essentially meant they would sit at the
front desk and answer the occasional phone call. Additional information that I needed regarding
commuter students at USD specifically was the history of the Commuter Student Commons and
the Commuter Assistant role. My goal was to learn more about the original vision for the space.
In Daniella Knelman’s (2009) Action Research thesis, “Building a Commuter Student
Community,” she talks about the opening of the Commuter Commons- then known as the
Commuter Center:
The primary intention of the commuter center, commonly referred to as the commuter
lounge, is to create a space on campus for first-year commuter students, transfer
commuter students, and any continuing students who have never lived in university
housing… The lounge is also available for those students involved in the Educational
Opportunity Program and the Lead@USD program. These programs serve first
generation, historically underrepresented and low-income students, and are housed within
the Center for Student Success… Currently, the commuter center does not outreach to
commuter students who have lived on campus and moved off for their second, third or
fourth year of school.
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This information provided from Knelman allowed me to reflect on how far the Commuter
Commons has come and how far it has yet to go! I was happy to see that the lounge was living
up to its intention to be a place on campus for non-traditional students and those who are
underrepresented on campus. However, our staff had many talents and strengths that were not
being utilized so my supervisor and I started using the CAs to do more outreach, programming,
and online management. Throughout my time, I assisted in the continued growth of this student
role and it is now seen on campus as an official student leader role akin to Resident Assistants,
Transfer and Scholastic Assistants and Ole Team. I worked with my supervisor to determine the
needs of all commuter students, but specifically those who utilize our space frequently. We
expanded in the past ten years and now do weekly outreach to commuters. The CA role is now
more of a peer mentoring position that can help enhance first-year commuter’s experience at
USD.
Methodology II
In the beginning of this process, I assembled a critical friends group compiled of my faculty
advisor, Nydia Sanchez, my supervisor, Ariela Canizal, and my co-worker, Heena Lodhia. My
validation group was my SASC (Student Affairs/SOLES Collaborative) cohort members, since I
have a professional development course with them, each semester. I chose these people
specifically because they were able to give me new perspective through which to look at my data
and they were able to give me constructive feedback and goals to work toward.
The methods of data generation throughout my AR included surveys, one-on-one interviews,
and discussion groups. I also kept a private journal for myself in which I made notes of all my
observations and reflected on my progress with my Action Research. Because everything builds
off the previous cycle, I had to make sure to keep up with my timeline and use my validation
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group as often as possible. I planned to have 5 main cycles with a pre- and post-cycle, however
due to a few limitations along the way, I had to adapt and combine two cycles. Thus, I concluded
my research with 4 cycles that included data collection, interviews, and a discussion group, along
with a pre- and post-cycle.
Findings
Pre-Cycle
The pre-cycle’s purpose was to gather information from literature and institutional data at
USD. This was important to gather for comparison purposes, and the literature and research I
read offered insight to the disparities between commuter and resident students. The data I
gathered from this pre-cycle informed how I modified my cycles because I was able to adjust
questions that were not useful before sending the cycle 1 surveys to commuter students.
A challenge that I initially thought I might encounter throughout this process was getting
biased data and/or a lack of participation in the study since I planned to interview some of my
supervisees, the Commuter Assistants. I was concerned that the supervisee/supervisor dynamic
would affect the information they shared with me. I was also looking to collect data from first
and second-year commuter students. This was difficult because commuter students’ schedules
are not the same as residential students. They may have off-campus jobs or familial
commitments in a way that residents do not. Not getting enough participants who were interested
in the research was my biggest fear. Lastly, I anticipated a challenge around the questions of
sense of belonging and community at USD.
One challenge that I am sure no one could have foreseen was that of COVID 19. This
past year looked very different specifically because of COVID-19 at the University and in the
world at large. For new college students this was an unprecedented time and their response to the
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universities changes was not something I could predict. As I outreached to students to gain
participants, I quickly realized that the virtual nature on the 2020-2021 academic year impacted
student’s ability to get involved and want to participate in extra-curriculars (such as my
research). Despite this, I hoped to learn what the Commuter Commons could do better for the
students and how we could get more funding in the space. I wanted to be able to provide data to
show the need for funding to host larger scale events that are catered to commuter students
specifically. I also hoped to learn more about the commuters who did not frequent the space and
see where else on campus they have or haven’t found community. I would know I was successful
in my change efforts if I start seeing more new faces in the commuter commons. I would also
know I was making a change if representation from the commuter population is being sought
after by other departments/organizations on campus. I collaborated with different departments on
campus in initiatives that make decisions on student life, and I thought if I could share my data
with these groups, I could encourage them to take into account a population that is not often
thought of in those spaces. My hope was that through my research commuter students would be
able to find more power in their stories and voices and seek ways to enact change on USD’s
campus!
Cycle 1
My first cycle was an initial survey that was sent out to commuter students to gather how
they felt (or didn’t feel) a sense of belonging on campus (virtually and in-person). I invited over
100 commuter students from various class standings to participate in this research. Initial
recruitment emails were sent out in April 2021 (see Appendix E). I received 6 responses to my
emails and thus began the process of sending out my surveys to these participants. I am defining
“first- and second-year students” by traditional views; students coming straight from high school
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and between the ages of 17-21. Although my research is focused on first-year students I wanted
to gather data from the second-year students to compare their experiences and see if there are
trends between the two groups.
The Participants
Of the six participants, five identified as Black, Indigenous or People of Color (BIPOC),
three identified as second-year status or above, three identified as first-year students, and all six
identified as traditional commuter students. It is important to know that this is but a small
percentage of the overall commuter student population at USD, so the data collected here may or
may not be shared by the larger population. Also, since these students all identified as
“traditional” commuter students, there were a few intersecting commuter identities not accounted
for in this study such as transfer commuters, former residential students, international students,
and part-time commuter students.
I asked basic demographic questions such as preferred name, pronouns, class standing
and such (see Appendix A). Additionally, I asked about clubs and organizations they were
involved in or were interested in joining, as well as how often they utilized the Commuter
Commons and other common spaces on campus like the fourth floor Student Life Pavilion (SLP)
Commons. With a total of 15 questions, I had a mix of qualitative and quantitative based
questions. I wanted to leave space for students to express their needs and experiences in
paragraph form as well as on a scale. You can read more survey responses that pertain to
student’s sense of belonging and participation levels in campus activities in Appendix F.
Two areas on the survey that really piqued my interest were questions number seven and
number eight as seen in Figures 2-3. These figures show the responses to questions about their
commuter status and how that status positively and negatively impacts their experience at USD.
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For the positive impacts, I was not surprised to see that a few students mention the Commuter
Commons, since when we were still open on campus, these students would frequently spend time
there. Another student expressed the balance they felt leaving school-life at school and home-life
at home. Another student wrote about their comfortability navigating college virtually without
the stressors of “being susceptible the COVID-19 virus.” I thought this was very interesting
because this was one of the students who identified as a first-year student. For the negative
impacts, all six participants mentioned how a main challenge of their commuter identity is
making friends and building community. Some of the upper-division students wrote how they
didn’t feel integrated with the greater USD community, where one first year wrote that since
their college career began in a virtual setting, they “did not get to meet very many other USD
students.” Another student expressed that, in their opinion, it almost felt like USD “was
restricting commuters to just the Lounge [Commuter Commons].” In looking at this data and the
rest of the qualitative questions I was able to come up with follow up questions for the one-onone interviews. Since each student expanded a bit on their answers in the qualitative questions of
the survey, I had to come up with individualized questions per participant.
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Figure 2
Q7- How does your commuter or resident status positively affect your overall experience on
campus?

Figure 3
Q8- How does your commuter or resident status negatively affect your overall experience on
campus?
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Cycle 2
In cycle two I hosted one-on-one interviews with the survey participants, to get to know
more about them and their unique stories that brought them to USD. I thought that I could get a
lot of data by asking students to reflect on their experience as commuters and talk about both
their accomplishments and struggles. I also wanted to gather a sense for their knowledge of
resources available to the in the Commuter Commons and on campus (and virtually) in general.
Creating a neutral and comfortable space to host these interviews will be key for me, since I
already knew a few of the participants from before the start of this research. I wanted all
participants to feel like they can speak freely without fear of judgment from me.
Since I began this research later in the Spring semester of 2021 than I had hoped and
USD was still a virtual campus for commuters, I had to create this calm and free space virtually
through Zoom. Zoom, and the privilege of the internet and technology in general, are not without
their challenges! There were hiccups along the way as students scheduled and re-scheduled
meetings with me, for whatever reasons. I was also in my last two months of my graduate
program, so I did not always have time to dedicate to back-to back interviews. Fortunately, I was
able to meet with all six participants individually for at least 30-minutes each over the span of
April 2021.
These one-on-one interviews were free spaces for students to share more in-depth about
their survey response. Many students opened in a very personal way, and I was glad to be an ear
to listen to their concerns. This was the first-time in over a year where I was able to meet one-onone with some of the students I already knew, so this was a place for us to reacquaintance
ourselves and catch up as much as it was for this research. I think this approach worked for my
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research because these students need to feel like someone genuinely cares about them before
they can open up and share some of their experience with them. And share they did!
For a few of the upper-division students, this was their time to finally share things that
had been on their minds for majority of their career at USD. For the first-year students, this was
one of the first times they got one-on-one time with a staff member of the Commuter Commons.
Each student survey was unique to their experience at USD, so I had specific questions for each
of the participants (for the general questions I asked all participants, please see Appendix B for
my agenda). The first interview I had was with a first-year commuter student (Student A) who
felt that their experience at USD had been a largely positive one.
Student A told me about their decision to attend USD was in large part due to their
finances at home. The cost of living on campus was too much for their parents so the student
understood that they would not be living on campus at all throughout their USD career. For
context, USD’s 2020-21 Campus Housing Rates ranged between $4,615- $6,475 a semester
(USD 2020). There was, at the time, also a two-year live-on requirement for all incoming firstyear students. All students who wish to commute must fill out a petition to become a commuter
student and must- for the most part- meet certain standards. For example, one main reason
someone might want to commute to USD is because they grew up in the area and can save
money on living expenses, like Student A. It is to my knowledge that USD has since removed
this two-year live-on requirement and students can now opt out of living on-campus from the
beginning of their college career.
Student A told me about their goals to be as involved as possible in their four-years at
USD. This student wants to join Associated Student Government (ASG) as a Commuter Senator
to help share the commuter narrative with the greater ASG and USD population. Commuter
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Senators are the commuter student representatives for ASG. From my personal observations
during the 2019-2020 school year (when we were on campus and in-person) and conversations
with commuters outside of this research it seemed that Commuter Senators were not required to
be commuter students and this fact caused tension with the students who frequented the
Commuter Lounge and the commuter senators. The commuter senators usually came into the
space sparingly and were more likely to be found in the Student Life Pavilions’ third floor.
In Student B’s interview I inquired about the commuter senator role, since Student B was
an upper-division student and had more information about campus culture as it pertained to
commuters. In Student B’s opinion the commuter senators “only came around when they needed
votes and to drop off leftover food... They don’t even really know commuter students.” I found
this interesting because the senators are responsible for making sure the commuter narrative was
heard by ASG and thereby heard by the university. This made me think about how the senators
can contributing to the commuter narrative if they are residential students with little
communication with the commuter commons.
Some common themes in these one-on-one interviews included the participants want for
collaboration with more offices and clubs on campus as well as more integration of commuter
and resident students beyond their requisite Living Learning Communities (LLC) classes.
According to the Learning Communities website (USD, 2021):
In LLCs, students who share a common interest live and study together. Not only do
LLCs ease your academic and social transition to USD, they expand your intellectual
curiosity beyond the classroom, and establish an immediate sense of community with
your faculty and fellow residents. While in an LLC, students take classes together and
live near one another, sharing a supercharges college experience where academics meld
with exciting co-curricular activities and community engagement, helping to unfurl new
understandings in the process.
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The aforementioned quotation above, says so much in one paragraph. First this entire
statement disregards the experience of commuter students by not including them. The author
continues to say students “live” together or near one another, and that this helps to establish
community with “faculty and fellow residents.” I say again that not all USD students are
residents, yet the narrative USD puts forth, intentionally or not, is that they only care about the
residential experience. This was not only a common theme but a consistent one as well as I
continued my research.
Student C shared a bit about their experience in their LLC class with me: “The [LLC]
class was very excluding my first semester… Everyone was a resident, and I was the only
commuter.” This student goes on to talk about how the professor was not accommodation to the
fact they were a commuter. For example, some LLC class events happen later in the evening
around 7 or 8pm. These events are mandatory for your grade, and it gives an unfair advantage to
resident students who already live on campus and can easily walk from their bedroom to the
event location. This is not accommodating of the commute experience since commuters who live
farther away from campus must deal with the traffic going home in the evening and coming back
and forth throughout the day. According to Student C, the professor of their LLC class simply
“did not care.”
Consider the commuter perspective on this for one moment: a commuter student wakes
up at 6:30 am to get ready for the day. They leave their home before 8 am to miss the morning
commute traffic and to get to their 9 am class on time. They arrive to campus and now struggle
to find parking in an overfilled lot; they have 10 minuets to get to class. They find parking and
rush to class, getting them barely on time The rest of their classes are in the morning, back-toback, so that they can make it to work off-campus by 2 pm. After work they rush home to spend
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time with their family and catch up on a bit homework before they need to head back to campus
for an 8pm LLC event. These are all real examples of what some of these participants have had
to go through, to be considered successful at USD.
In my interview with Student D said, “I feel like I’m on the sidelines. I sometimes think
that USD likes to keep us [residents and commuters] separated.” This was sad to hear since USD
prides itself on being inclusive and welcoming to all its students. Student D goes on to say, “I
wish USD encouraged more collaborations between residents and commuters instead of
separating us from the beginning.” This was in reference to Student D’s experience at Fall firstyear orientation. This student felt that having the Commuter Commons further perpetuated the
visible separation between these student groups.
With all these perspectives in mind I prepared for the Group Discussion I conducted in
my next cycle. Following McNiff and Whitehead’s model it was time again for me to modify
and move on to the next area of my research.
Cycle 3
The third cycle I planned was a group discussion in the commuter commons. The point of
this discussion was to have open dialogue and sharing of experiences among commuter students.
This was supposed to take place in the commuter commons, pre-COVID, however I had to adapt
and create a discussion virtually and with interactive activities for the participants. Throughout
this discussion group I hoped to encourage students to think of what they need to feel like they
have a community at USD. But once again, things were not going as planned.
For this cycle I had scheduled a discussion group for Friday, May 7th in the afternoon.,
however when the day came, none of the participants had RSVP’d. I continued with the schedule
and opened the Zoom room just in case someone showed up. By the fifteen-minute mark only 2
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students had showed up, Student E and Student F. I decided to continue with the discussion
group but instead of following the agenda I set for myself, I cut some sections out to
accommodate for the small group of participants. These two students were still eager to
participate so I let them get acquainted with each other and we did a few ice breakers to get
started.
They each took turns speaking and sharing about what it was like being in the Commuter
students’ “shoes”, as part of the first activity. Both students were quickly bouncing off each other
with similar anecdotes and experiences. They shared their similar struggles in making friends,
difficulties of remote learning and the toll it took being first-generation college students. FirstGen college students often carry the burden of familial responsibilities along with academic and
social responsibilities. They also often face imposter syndrome and feelings of doubt when
pursuing their education and careers. This was not different with these two commuter students.
I had an activity planned for a large group but since there were only three of us, we
adapted it from a Jamboard activity to a talking activity. I asked them to describe their favorite
memories as a commuter and to really paint the picture for us. Then I asked them to pinpoint
what factors made this memory or these memories special to them. They each shared memories
of their time in the Commuter Commons; Student F shared their favorite memory of
“Friendsgiving and Karaoke Night” and the Student E shared how they missed playing video
games in the lounge. For the next activity, I had the students brainstorm what they would like
commuters to have if money were no option. I called this activity The Space of Infinite
Possibilities, adapted from the Passion Planner company which fabricates academic planners and
notebooks (see Figure 4 below). In this activity I gave the students a few minutes to brainstorm
and write down what they really needed to feel supported as a commuter at the University of San
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Diego. The two students said they would like to have the Commuter Commons open longer in
the evenings, financial aid counselor that specifically works with commuters and understands
their situation, and more intentional programming with fun giveaways.
I found these suggestions very interesting, especially the commuter only financial aid
counselor. When one student mentioned this the other immediately was able to relate and give an
anecdote of when a financial aid counselor couldn’t help her get Federal Work Study. The
Federal Work-Study (FWS) Program, also known as the College Work Opportunity Program
(CWO), “is a need-based student employment program. To be employed under FWS/CWO, you
must first apply for Financial Aid by filling the FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student
Aid) and be offered FEW/CWO as part of your Financial Aid Award” (USD 2021). From my
observations and experience, it is typical that resident students get Federal Work-Study and rare
that commuters get this award. If students are not eligible for this award, they can submit an
appeal and can be awarded, if funds are available.
Many a time commuter students have to look for employment on campus as Casual
Workers. The jobs they are eligible for include Auxiliary Services (USD Torero Store, Dinning
Services, Banquets and Catering), Telefunding, and Information Technology (Tech Support
Center). There are a few student leader positions these students are able to apply for as well, but
if they do not have FWS, they will have to be funded by the department they work with. For
example, the Commuter Assistant program is open to both FWS students and Casual Workers. In
the 2019-2020 academic year, there were three casual workers and three FWS students. When
the pandemic hit many departments had to be careful with their funds and how they were
spending. In the summer leading up to2020-2021school year, the Community and Leadership
Development department was not given a budget at all, which meant they could not hire Casual
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Workers for the CA program. Instead of letting go of the three casual workers, they decided to
compensate them with a three-unit course that would go toward finishing their degrees.
According to Student E, they had filled out their FAFSA properly but the Financial Aid
advisor they spoke to was not able to help her. The advisor said the student was ineligible but did
not tell them about these other Casual Work Study opportunities, so Student E went an entire
school year without a disposable income. The student shared that this contributed to their
financial struggles outside of USD and ultimately their academics since they spent more time
worrying about how to pay for lunch, gas, and parking passes. Students E and F were able to
help me see that the needs of commuter students go beyond just not living on campus. Their
commuter status can limit them from having a “traditional” college-experience and this is only
amplified when the university uses language that leaves out the commuter narrative altogether.
Since this was a small group of two, I decided to try again for a larger group so that I
could get more data. I sent out another invitation to the participants asking them to make time on
Monday, May 24th. I decided to wait some time after the first discussion group because it just
happened to be Final Exam season and many students were using their spare time to study as
much as possible. Technically the 24th was the first day of undergraduate’s summer break, so I
had anticipated that more participants would be available. However, I calculated incorrectly
again.
When the day came, again only two participants were able to join, Student B and Student
C. Both students were still willing to do the activities I prepared, so similarly to the first group, I
adapted and let our conversation go with the flow. I asked the same prompting sort of questions,
that I asked the first pair of students (see Appendix C). For the Jamboard exercises Student B and
C wanted to use the board to add pictures and memories of themselves in the commuter
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commons with their friends. I decided not to add that slide to this paper for the privacy and
anonymity of the participants, who appear in the pictures. Student C and B were both very happy
to reminisce on their favorite moments which included, meeting their best friends, engaging with
their favorite Commuter Assistant, and constantly having to remind people to wash their plates
and utensils that they borrowed from the Commons. They also spoke fondly of the Commuter
Commons staff and graduate assistants, which was a very kind gesture from them to me and my
co-GA, Heena.
When it came time to work on the second activity, The Space of Infinite Possibilities,
Student B and C were very energized and eager to share! As a 3rd year student, Student B was
very candid in their sharing of ideas, and I appreciated how they gave each idea a verbal
explanation. Some needs that Student B listed were new couches, commuter cohort group chats,
and commuter only parking spaces or lots on campus. They explained that in between longer
wait periods for classes, many students don’t have anywhere to rest or nap, so they fall asleep on
the lounge couches or on desks in the Commuter Commons. They themselves have taken many
naps on the couches and from their opinion, the couches could be a bit more comfortable.
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Figure 4
Group Discussion Jamboard Activity #2

The next request was for cohort group chats. The idea is that since they are such a small
population every year, perhaps the Commuter Assistants can help in the managing and inviting
of a group chat per grade level. I think there is some merit to this idea as it can be used to share
deadlines, program dates and parking updates. The other request Student B explained was a
Commuter Only parking lot. Student B had many issues with finding parking in their tenure at
USD. They did not think it was fair that first-year resident students are allowed a car and a
parking space because it takes away from people who need to find a spot every day. In Student
B’s opinion, first-year residents do not need parking spots in the same way as commuters. In the
past when commuters have tried to advocate for themselves to Parking Services, Student B said
that the Parking Services office just told them to carpool with each other. Again, this just proves
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the point that USD is not making its’ campus accessible to all students and that USD’s main
concern is residential students.
Student C agreed with everything Student B was saying and even added some other needs
that commuters can benefit from. They mentioned how a Commuter Meal plan would be
beneficial to commuters because sometimes students have trouble getting snacks on campus with
their student ID cards. Student C explained that many times, the staff at Tu Mercado, the Café’s
on campus, often automatically try to charge their student IDs with a resident meal plan. “Since
commuters don’t have meal plans it gets annoying carrying cash.” Student C said that, in theory,
a commuter meal plan can be more like a subscription that is loaded onto their ID cards each
month or so. They further explained that commuters can select a plan with a given amount and
pay an annual fee that is divided per month.
I did some more research into the meal plans offered at USD and found it very interesting
hoe the university divvies up meals. According to the USD Dining webpage, all residents are
required to have a meal plan. USD also gives options that are “designed to fit individual eating
habits and busy academic schedules.” (USD Dining). In Figure 5 below you can see that in the
plans available students can select a plan that gives them anywhere between 40 and 135 meals a
semester. For the plan with only 135 meals a semester, that averages out to 9 meals a week.
Commuters do not need 9 meals a week provided by the University, since more often than not,
they pack their home lunches. But on occasion, students may want another meal to hold them
over before their early morning classes or late evening classes. The idea of the Commuter Meal
Plan is to be flexible with the commuter’s schedule and needs, which is why Commuter C
suggested a subscription type of meal plan.
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Figure 5
REQUIRED Resident Meal Plans

Overall, I think that the group discussions were very fruitful in my pursuit of finding
what commuter students need and want to succeed at USD. I did not anticipate some of the
topics they brought up, but each and every anecdote, memory, experience, that they shared with
me was invaluable to my research!
Cycle 4
For my fourth cycle I sent out my second and final survey to grasp how the participants
were feeling and what action steps they intend to make to make the commuter experience more
positive for themselves and their peers (see Appendix D for survey questions). I sent out the
survey to the same six participants on May 25th , 2021, but unfortunately I received zero
responses. I took some time reflecting on my timeline and realized, too late, that after a long and
challenging school year, students wanted to leave behind this semester and relax for the summer.
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I was disappointed with myself and with the situation but ultimately there was not much else I
could do, so I decided to complete my final personal reflections based on my first three cycles.
Post-Cycle
For my post-cycle, I reviewed the data from initial survey, interviews, group discussions,
and my personal journal entries to make recommendations to USD. I hope that the information I
provide will lead to, at the very least, conversations about the commuter experience. At most I
hope this data can create systemic change when it comes to the commuter student experience at
USD. The participants brought up many topics of discussion and left me at times, at times at a
loss for what I could say or do that could bring comfort, especially in the virtual environment I
conducted my research. I looked back at my adjusted timeline and saw that perhaps I was being
too ambitious in my pursuits and should have further combined another cycle to leave time and
space for processing and reflection. I also acknowledge that I could have done more in my precycle to prepare for the rapid changes of COVID-19 and its effects on my research.
In the process of this research, I was affirmed in my belief that commuter students need
to feel like they have more support outside of the commuter commons. The issues that they
brought up varied from academic support to auxiliary services like parking and dining services,
and even financial support. They truly showed that it is not one factor that impacts their career at
USD, so it should not be left to one office alone to offer holistic support for a growing student
population. Commuters need to feel integrate and like they belong at USD, which at the moment
many are not feeling. COVID-19 took a huge toll on this community and for me personally I
was, and I still am to this day, holding the loss of my eldest sister to COVID. Hearing the impact
that COVID has had on many of these students (participants and non-participants) was very
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triggering for me at times. But nevertheless, I knew that what they had to say was important and
had so much value to me and the greater commuter population.
Limitations
COVID-19
I will start by explaining the biggest and most obvious limitation I encountered while
conducting this research was COVID-19. A global pandemic such as this one was unprecedented
and had an immediate impact on me and my research. I had to move home to Los Angles in
March of 2020 and I stayed there until June 2020. This meant that I had to complete my semester
virtually since USD closed its doors to non-urgent staff, students and faculty. I completely lost
motivation in the early stages of my research because I did not feel supported from my Action
Research course instructors. I was also not feeling motivated because I was burnt-out! Juggling a
graduate assistantship, academics, and familial obligations was difficult enough for me to do and
throwing a pandemic on top made it worse. We were not sure how long the pandemic would last
or if we were even going to be in-person at USD in the fall or not. I remember the AR instructors
saying that we must prepare for both an in-person research process and a virtual one. It was very
demoralizing that we had no control over what was happening, and we had to just go with the
flow. I prepared my research to be in-person and unfortunately that didn’t happen. The virtual
nature proved to be challenging because there would be days when internet was extremely slow
or simply not working.
Toward the end of the Fall semester of 2020, the day before Thanksgiving, I contracted
COVID-19 from my mother, who was a medical assistant at a private practice. A patient came
into her office knowing she tested positive for COVID and let my mother examine her before
telling my mom she was sick. This caused a lot of stress and physical pain on not just me but my
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two older sisters and both my parents as we all contracted COVID. For me personally, I was very
anxious because my research was still not approved by IRB and getting sick made it nearly
impossible to work on Action Research. I was too sick to attend any of my virtual classes or even
complete tasks for my Graduate Assistantships. On December 10th, 2020, my eldest sister Ivette
passed away due to complications related to COVID-19. I immediately lost focus of my
academics and my job. I asked for incompletes on all my classes and focused on my family. I
believe that even if I had done more academically and taken more time to prioritize my research,
I still would not have been prepared for the effects that COVID had on my life.
IRB Certification Process
The second limitation I encountered did not happen within my cycles, but in my precycle. The Institutional Review Bord (IRB) process for the 2020-2021 academic year was very
grueling and at times tedious. I resubmitted my proposal multiple times to IRB and was still
getting rejected. Without the okay from IRB I could not formally begin my research. Every time
I got back notes from a reviewer, they would tell me to fix things that were not mentioned the
first time. It was to my understanding that each time I submitted, a new person would review my
work. This was not at all conducive to my research and it held me back for longer than
necessary. I was finally approved in March of 2021, leaving me less than 3 months to complete
my research.
Major Themes & Recommendations
The themes that were brought up at every point of my cycles were Community, Sense of
Belonging, Collaboration, Support, and lack thereof. Many of the participants felt like there is an
adequate level of institutional support from the University, but they feel more can be done. This
is a group of students who firmly believes in the power of community and were able to find
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comfort in their shared experiences, however, they need at the very least, equal support that
resident students get on campus. That being said, there are three main recommendations that I
gathered from my research and they are as follows: (1) have at least two full-time staff members
apart of Community and Leadership Development, (2) more institutional funding for the
Commuter Student Commons, and (3) revamp the LLC program at USD to support commuters.
First, I believe, to meet the needs of the students, there needs to be a second, full-time
staff member apart of the CLD team. Currently the make-up of the team is composed of one,
full-time staff member, two part-time Graduate Assistants, and anywhere between six and eight
student workers. The new staff member I recommend is for a program coordinator position.
Currently, tasks that pertain to program coordinators are split between one GA and the Assistant
Director of the space. If there was one person responsible for all of the program related tasks, not
just for the Commuter Commons but also for the other initiative that fall under the CLD umbrella
(Financial Wellness, Emerging Leaders, Commuter Orientation, etc.), I think that it will ensure
that CLD can grow in its programing methods and models.
This brings me to my second recommendation: more funding! This is a very important
necessity to maintain the Commuter Commons open and functioning. With more funding, the
Commuter Commons can host larger programs that attract more commuters as well as have
consistent opening and closing hours. Mainly this is necessary because this gives CLD an
opportunity to continue to hire commuter students as CAs and pay them for their work. As I
mentioned in Cycle 3, at least half of the CAs from 2020-2021 were not paid for their hard work.
It will also enable the Commons to maintain those traditions that have become a staple in the
space, such as Waffle Wednesdays, Friendsgiving, Karaoke night, and Korean Culture Night!
These programs are still mentioned often and missed by more than just our commuter students.
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Finally, the last recommendation I have for USD is to revamp the Living Learning
Communities program. As of this past year, I know it was the intention of CLD to create a
primarily commuter LLC, but with the feedback I received from my cycles, I recommend against
this. The commuters want integration and collaboration with the resident students, but they want
to feel as if they are being treated with equity and respect. It can be intimidating for commuter
students to be one- or two out of a 30-person class, so my recommendation is to have more
equally balanced LLCs. If all the commuters are placed into one LLC that is fine, but we need to
remember to have a close equal number of residents in that LLC class.
I have very much enjoyed my time learning from commuter students and I hope that this
research can contribute the advancement of Commuter Student development at USD and making
sure these students thrive in their college career. Through this research I saw growth in myself
professionally. Specifically in the following NASPA and ACPA Professional Competencies:
Assessment, Evaluation and Research (AER) and Advising and Supporting (A/S). Before this
Action Research project, I had done very limited research and it pertained more to historical
research rather than data I collected and synthesized. I am still very much in the Foundational
level of this competency, but this research project was a great way for me to begin thinking about
research and what that could look like in my future professional roles.
The second competency I saw growth in was Advising and Supporting. I had never
supervised students before this Graduate Assistantship, so I was very nervous about advising
students. However, through this process, I learned what my supervision style was and how to use
it to support the students. I was also in the Foundational level for this competency, but I can now
firmly say that I have moved into the Intermediate level. I had to learn how to adapt my
supervision style to the students because not all of them needed the same type of support. I read
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some texts that helped me find a good balance between challenging and supporting and
throughout this research I was able to gain more confidence in the challenging part! I would
often prompt students to think about barriers that were in place and how they could, collectively,
work to dismantle them. With my final cycle I even let the participants know that if they wanted
to discuss more or if they thought of a new idea for the Commons, to let me know and I would
love to help them create their visions.
I plan to take all I have learned through this research and apply it to my new role as a
Resident Director (RD) at Binghamton University in New York. With my background in
Residence Life and now in Commuter Student Life, I have a good view of commuter students’
unique perspectives and can focus on more integration of these student groups. I will continue to
be an ally for commuters and their needs and use my position to bring in their narrative. In my
experience, in some meetings with staff at USD, there was not always an immediate thought
given on how trainings, orientations and workshops can be accessible to commuter students.
Much of the knowledge I gained and helped create in the Commuter Assistant program at USD
will be helpful for me to know as I build a new Resident Assistant team at Binghamton. I can
adapt some of the programming model to fit resident students, but keep the overall goal, which is
student engagement. At Binghamton, they have begun the shift to less “grab-and-go” programs,
and more connection programs. The research laid out in this paper can assist me bring some new
perspectives to the Residential Life team.
As an RD, I will bring up the commuter students as well as advocate for my residents
when I notice the lack of integration in public spaces or meetings. Integration may be a challenge
I come across as COVID-19 and now the Delta variant of the virus are in full flux across the
country but I hope to create spaces that are both safe and inviting to all students.
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Appendix A: Survey #1 Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

First and Last Name
USD email address
Race
Ethnicity
Why did you decide to come to USD?
Are you a Commuter or Resident Student?
How does your commuter or resident status positively affect your overall experience on
campus?
8. How does your commuter or resident status negatively affect your overall experience on
campus?
9. How have you felt a sense of belonging (or not) at USD?
10. On a scale of 0-5 how would you rate your sense of belonging at USD (5- high sense of
belonging and 0- low sense of belonging)?
11. How often do you use common spaces available to you (virtually or in-person?)
12. How often do you take part in campus activities (virtually or in-person)?
13. In your opinion, what are the best type of programs offices, clubs and/or organizations
put on?
14. In your opinion, what’s the best thing about USD?
15. How can the University better support their students?
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Appendix B: Interview Questions and Agenda
Themes
1. Getting to know students
2. Building Trust/ Relationships
3. Reflecting on personal experiences
5-8 mins
•
•

Pre-Intro

Share about AR topic and purpose of this interview
Ask for verbal consent and permission to video record

10-15 mins
•

Icebreaker & Into

Song of the Day
o Ask students to name a song or artist that describes how they are feeling today.
Share your story! Why did you pick this song? How do you feel when listening to
it? What memory does it bring up for you?

15-20 minutes

Basic Info
I will share a little more about myself and why I am interested in researching this
population (5 mins)
o Student will share their name, age, year in school, and why they are participating
in this study etc. (10-15 mins)
o

30 minutes
•
•
•
•

Survey Follow-Up Questions

Can you elaborate more on why you decided to attend USD?
What has virtual learning been like for you?
What do you wish the Commuter Commons can do better?
You mentioned xxxx in your survey. Can you tell me more about that?

Part III. Closing/Community Building
Thank student for participating and let them know that I will be in touch to set up the Large
group discussion.
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Appendix C: Group Discussion Questions and Agenda
Themes
4. Challenges as a commuter student
5. Community Building
10 mins
•

•

Icebreaker & Into

“In Your Shoes”
o Ask students to grab a pair of shoes and bring it with them to zoom. Share your
story! Why did you pick these shoes? How do you feel wearing them? What
memory does it bring up for you?--Fun way to see people bring a diverse group of
shoes to share and to hear of the story behind it.
Purpose & Goals
o So why did we do this activity today? Each of you have your own unique lived
experiences and this is just us getting our “feet” wet. Now taking it step further,
we will create a jam board together defining what a being a commuter means to
us.

15-20 minutes

Commuter Identity: Jamboard Activity
Ask students to take a moment take time to add pictures, post-its, reactions to
blank jamboard. (5 mins)
o Share Out: (10-15 mins) Ask each student to pick one or two images/post-its,
reactions on the jamboard and share aloud why this resonated with them.
o

Wellness Break--5 min bathroom, water, stretch break**
30 minutes
•
•
•
•
•

Guided Discussion Questions

What has been your favorite moment/experience at USD and Why?
o Who were you with, where were you?
How does your resident of commuter status impact your daily life at USD?
o Positively or negatively
What is one thing that you think could have made your first-year experience better?
Tell me about your decision to be a resident on campus or live off-campus and commute?
o What or who motivated/ contributed to your decision?
What is one of the biggest struggles you encounter daily as a student? Explain.

Part III. Closing/Community Building
One-word verbal Gratitude Phrase activity: As a team, we will go around and each person will
say one word in order to form a phrase of gratitude towards this group.
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Appendix D: Survey #2 Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

First and Last Name
USD email address
Race
Ethnicity
What did you learn from participating in this study?
What is something you felt you were missing, during this year of virtual learning?
How can the Commuter Commons strive to support commuter students more?
What does an ideal virtual commuter space look like to you? (i.e. Discord, Zoom room,
other chat rooms etc.)
9. What has your experience been with the Commuter Assistants? (explain)
10. Has your perception about the commuter experience changed since the beginning of this
study? (explain)
11. What would you like to see more of in the Commuter Commons space (virtual and
physical spaces)?
12. What is something you can to do to help other Commuters have good experiences at
USD? (explain)
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Appendix E: Recruitment Emails
Subject: Commuter Students Needed! Dear Students,
My name is Jocelyn Velasquez, and I am one of the Graduate Assistant for Community and
Leadership Development or the Commuter Commons. I am writing to invite you to join my
research study about Commuter Students’ experience at USD. I am interested in learning how
the Commuter Commons staff and USD as a whole, can better the experience of first year and
incoming commuter students as well as continue to support second-year to fourth-year
Commuter Students.
As a part of this large student population, I think that USD can do more to support its’ Commuter
students. With your help, I can learn more about your needs and hopefully make some changes in
the Commuter Commons. Participants will be asked to complete 2 short surveys (online), 1
thirty-minute, virtual interview with me and 1 virtual focus group experience. The total time
commitment is 2.5 hours.
I would greatly appreciate your participation in my research project! Please see the attached flyer
for more information and respond to this email if you are interested in participating. I look
forward to hearing from you!
Sincerely,
Jocelyn Velasquez

Subject: Welcome Research Participants!
Hello Students,
My name is Jocelyn Velasquez, and I am one of the Graduate Assistant for Community and
Leadership Development or the Commuter Commons. Thank you so much for agreeing to take
part in my research project! I am very excited to start working with you :)
As I stated in my first email, you will be completing a maximum of 2 surveys for me. The first
survey is linked here (http://usd.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_9H7zcMn8ADTnUln). This survey
will ask you about your sense of belonging at USD. After you have completed the survey please
set up a 30-minute interview time with me by using my Calendly link here
(https://calendly.com/jocelynvelasquez/30min)
I greatly appreciate your participation in my research project and look forward to learning more
about you in our interview!
Sincerely,
Jocelyn Velasquez
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Appendix F: Figures and Images
Figure 1
Whitehead and McNiff 2006 Model

Figure 2
Q7- How does your commuter or resident status positively affect your overall experience on
campus?
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Figure 3
Q8- How does your commuter or resident status negatively affect your overall experience on
campus?

Figure 4
Group Discussion Jamboard Activity #2
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Figure 5
Required Resident Meal Plans

Figure 6
Q5- Why did you decide to attend USD?
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Figure 7
Q10- On a scale of 0-5 how would you rate your sense of belonging at USD (5-high sense of
belonging and 0- low sense of belonging)?

Figure 8
Q12- How do often do you take part in campus activities (virtually or in person)?

